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1. Introduction
The concept of intuitionistic fuzzy sets and fyzzy topological space were defined by
Atanassov[4]. Later in 1996, Coker [5, 6, 7 and 8] defined and studied intuitionistic sets,
intuitionistic points and intuitionistic topological spaces. Also, he defined the closure and
interior operators in intuitionistic topological spaces and established their properties. This
is a discrete form of intuitionistic fuzzy sets where all the sets are crisp sets. Many different
forms of open sets have been introduced over the years in general topology. Andrijevic [2]
introduced and studied about b-open sets in general topology. Andrijevic[3] introduced and
discussed some more properties of semi preopen set in topological space and Abd EI.
Monsef et.al[1] introduced β -open sets and β -continuous mapping and discussed some
basic properties. Gnanambal Ilango and Singaravelan [10,13] introduced the concepts of
intuitionistic β-continuous and irresolute functions in 2017. In this paper, is to define and
study about intuitionistic contra b and b*-open (closed) functions in intuitionistic
topological space. Also some properties of these are discussed.

2. Preliminaries
The following definitions and results are essential to proceed further.
Definition 2.1: [6] Let Xbe a non empty fixed set. An intuitionistic set (briefly. IS) Ais an
A1  A2 = .
object of the form A = ( X , A1, A2 ), where A1and A2are subsets of Xsatisfying
The set A1is called the set of members of A,while A2is called the set of non-members of A.
The family of all IS’s in Xwill be denoted by
IS ( X ).Every crisp set Aon a non-empty
set Xis obviously an intuitionistic set.
Definition 2.2 [6] Let Xbe a non-empty set, A = ( X , A1, A2 )and B = ( X , B1, B2 )be intuitionistic
sets on X ,then
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1. A  B if and only if A1  B1and B2  A2 .
2. A = Bif and only if A  B and B  A.
3. A  B if and only if A1  A2  B1  B2 .
4. A = ( X , A2 , A1 ).
5. A  B = ( X , A1  B1, A2  B2 ).
6. A  B = ( X , A1  B1, A2  B2 ).
7. A  B = A  B
~
8.  = ( X ,, X )and X =~( X , X ,)
Corollary 2.1 [3] Let A, B, C and Aibe IS’s in
1. Ai  Bfor each iimplies that

Ai  B.

2. B  Ai for each iimplies that B 
3.

Ai =

Aiand

Ai =

X. .Then

Ai .

Ai .

4. A  B  B  A.
~ ~
~ ~
5. ( A) = A, = Xand X= 
Definition 2.3 [8] An intuitionistic topology (briefly IT) on a non-empty set Xis a family of
IS’s in Xsatisfying the following axioms
~
1.  , X~.
2. A  B for any A, B .
3.
Ai for an arbitrary family in .
In this case the pair ( X ,) is called intuitionistic topological space (briefly ITS) and the
I ()O and the complement of an
IS’s in are called the intuitionistic open set in Xdenoted by
I ()C
I ()Ois called Intuitionistic closed set in Xdenoted by I ()C.The family of all I ()O(resp.
) sets in Xwill be denoted by I ()O( X ) (resp. I ()C( X ).)
Definition 2.4 [7]Let ( X ,) be an ITSand
A  IS ( X ). Then the intuitionistic interior (resp.
intuitionistic closure) of Aare defined by
int( A) = {K : K  I ()O( X ) and K  A} (resp.
cl( A) = {K : K  I ()C( X ) and A  K}.)
In this study we use I ()i( A)(resp. I ()c( A)) instead of int( A)(resp. cl( A)).
Definition 2.5 [12] Let ( X ,) be an ITSand an IS A in Xis said to be intuitionistic b-open
(briefly I () bO) if
A  I ()i(I ()c( A))  I () c(I () i( A)) and intuitionistic b-closed (briefly
I ()bC) if I ()i(I ()c( A))  I ()c(I ()i( A))  A.

The family of all I () bO (resp I ()bC) sets in Xwill be denoted by
I () bO( X ) (resp.
I () bC( X ).)
Definition 2.6 [12] Let ( X ,)be an ITSand Abe an
IS ( X ), then
()
1. intuitionistic b-interior of Ais the union of all I bO( X )contained in A,and is denoted by
I ()bi( A).i.e.

I ()bi( A) =

{G : G  I ()bO( X ) and G  A}.

2. intuitionistic b-closure of Ais the intersection of all
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I ()bc( A) = {G : G  I ()bC( X ) and G  A}.
Definition 2.7[8] Let X be a non empty set and pϵ X. Then the IS
defined by = (X,
c
{p}, {p} ) is called an intuitionistic point (IP for short) in X. The intuitionistic point
is
s aid to be contained in A = (X, A1, A2) (i.e ϵ A) if and only if
ϵ A1.
by I ()bc( A).i.e.

Definition 2.8 [8] Let
be a function. If A = (X, A1, A2) is an intuitionistic
set in X, then the image of A under f, denoted by f(A), is an intuitionistic set in Y defined
by f(A) = (Y, f(A1), f_(A2)), where f_(A2) = (f(A2)c)c.
Definition 2.9 [8] Let
be a function. If A = (Y, A1, A2) is an intuitionistic
set in Y, then the preimage of A under f, denoted by f-1 (A), is an intuitionistic set in X
defined by f-1 (A) = (X, f-1 (A1), f-1 (A2)).

Definition 2.10[6, 8] Let
be ’s in ,
’s in and
be a function. Then
(a).
(b).
(c).
and if is one to one, then
(d).
and if is onto, then
(e).
(f).
(g).
(h).
and if is one to one, then
(i).
(j).
(k).
if is onto
(l).
(m). If is onto, then
: and if furthermore, is
, we have
and
(n).
(o).
Definition2.11[8] Let
and
be two intuitionistic topological spaces and
be a function. Then is said to be intuitionistic continuous if and only if the
preimage of every intuitionistic open set in is intuitionistic open in .
Definition 2.12[6] A map
is called intuitionistic open(closed) if the image
is intuitionistic open(closed) in for every intuitionistic open(closed) set in .

3. Intuitionistic

and

-open(closed) functions

Definition 3.1. A map
is called intuitionistic -open function (in short ()
open) if the image
is I bO(Y )for every intuitionistic open set in
.
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Definition 3.2 A map
is called intuitionistic -closed (in short
()
the image
is I bC(Y ) for every intuitionistic closed set in .

-closed) if

Example3.1. Let X  {a,b, c}  Y , ,
and
be a function such that
. Then the function
is both -open and -closed.
Definition 3.3 Let be an
in . A subset of is said to be -neighborhood of in , if
()
there exists I bO set belongs to
such that belongs to
. We shall denote the set
of all -neighborhoods of by
.
Definition 3.4 Let
and
be two
and
be a function. Then is
said to be intuitionistic -continuous (In short. -continuous) if and only if the preimage of every
intuitionistic open set in is intuitionistic -open in .
Theorem 3.1 A function
is -open if and only if for any intuitionistic subset
()
of
and for any I C set
containing
, there exists an I ()bCset
of
.
containing such that
Proof. Suppose that is an -open map. Let be any intuitionistic subset of
and be an
()
I C set of
such that
(1)

Hence
(using equation 1)
()
Conversely, let be an I C set of
and be an I ()bO(Y ). Then
is I ()O( X ). By assumption, there exists an I ()bCset
of
such that
and so
.
Hence

and
and

.
Since is I bC in
,
is I ()bC in
and therefore is -open.
Theorem 3.2. A map
is -closed if and only if for each intuitionistic subset
of
and for each intuitionistic open set containing
there is an I ()bO set of
such that
and
.
Proof. Suppose that is an -closed map. Let
and be an I ()O( X )such that
. Then
is an I ()bO set containing such that
.
()
I
C
Conversely, let be an
set of
. Then
and
is intuitionistic open.
()
By assumption, there exists an I bOset
of
such that
and
and so
.
Hence
()
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is I ()bC(Y ) and therefore is -closed map.
Theorem 3.3. If
be -open, then f (I ()i( A))  I ()bi( f ( A)).
Proof. Let
and
be -open map. Since f (I ()i( A))  f ( A)
I ()bi( f (I ()i( A)))  I ()bi( f ( A))
(2)
. Since

is I ()bC(Y ),

Since f (I ()i( A))is I ()bO(Y ),
I ()bi( f (I ()i( A)))  f (I ()i( A))
()

(3)

()

From 2 and 3, we have f (I i( A))  I bi( f ( A)).
Theorem 3.4. A map
is -closed if and only if I ()bc( f ( A))  f (I () c( A)).
Proof. Let
and
be -closed, then f (I ()c( A))is I ()bC(Y ) which
implies I ()bc( f () cl( A)))  f (I ()c( A)).
Since f ( A)  f (I ()c( A)),
 I ()bc( f ( A))  I ()bc( f (I ()c( A)))  f (I ()c( A))for every intuitionistic subset
of
()
()
Conversely, let be any I Cset in
. Then A  I c( A)and so
()
()
(1)
f ( A)  f (I c( A))  I bc( f ( A))
Since,
f ( A)  I ()bc( f ( A))
(2)

.

From 1 and 2, f ( A)  I ()bc( f ( A)).
ie.,
is I ()bC(Y ) and hence is -closed.
Theorem 3.5. For a bijective map
the following are equivalent.
(a). is -open
(b). is -closed
(c).
is -continuous.
Proof. (a) (b): Let
be I ()C( X ).Then
is I ()O( X ). Since
is an -open map,
is I ()bO(Y ).
So, f ( X , A2 , A1)  (Y , f ( A2 ), f ( A1))
is I ()bO(Y ).
So,
Since fis bijective,

is I ()bC(Y ).
is I ()bC(Y ).

Hence is an
(b) (c): Let

-closed map.
be an I ()C( X ). Since is -closed,
is I ()bC(Y ). Since is bijective
,
is -continuous.
()
(c) (a): Let be I O( X ). By hypothesis, ( f 1 )1 ( A)is I ()bO(Y ).ie.,
is I ()bO(Y ).
Definition 3.5 A map
is called intuitionistic -open(briefly
-open) if
()
()
is I bO(Y ).for every I bOset
of
.
Definition 3.6 A map
is called called intuitionistic -closed (briefly
()
()
I
bC
closed) if
is I bC(Y ) for every
set of
.
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, and
. Then the map

. Define
-open and
-

by
is both
closed.
Theorem 3.6 For a function
the following statements are equivalent:
1. is an
-open.
2.The image of each
-neighborhood of any intuitionistic point
in
is
neighborhood of
in .
()
()
.
3. f (I bi( A))  I bi( f ( A)) for each
()
1
1
()
4. I bi( f (B))  f (I bi(B)) for each
.

-

Proof. (i) (ii): Let belongs to
, then there exists belongs to
, such that
belongs to
, so
belongs to
but
belongs to
hence
belongs to
.
(ii) (iii): For each
belongs to and belongs to - , by hypothesis. There exists
belongs to
such that belongs to
and so
belongs to
which
leads to
belongs to
.
(iii)
(iv): is obvious.
(iv) (i): Assume belongs to
. By we get,
()
1
1
()
I bi( f ( f (D)))  f (I bi( f (D)))
(1)
Since,
 I ()bi(D)  I ()bi( f 1 ( f (D)))  f 1 (I ()bi( f (D)))(using equation 1)
 f (I ()bi(D))  I ()bi( f (D))
 f (D)  I ()bi( f (D)).
Hence
belongs to
. Thus is
-open.
Theorem 3.7 For a function
the following statements are equivalent:
i.
is an
-open.
()
ii.
I bc( f ( A))  f (I ()bc( A)) for each
.
iii.
f 1 (I ()bc( f (B))  I ()bc( f 1 (B))for each
.
Proof. Similar to above theorem .

()
Theorem3.8 If a function
is
-open, then I bi( f ( A))  f (I ()bi( A)) for
every intuitionistic set of .
Proof. Suppose
is an
-open and
be any arbitrary intuitionistic subset of . Since
()
()
I bi( f ( A)) is an
, f (I bi( A))is an
as is an
-open function. Hence
I ()bi( f ( A))  f (I ()bi( A)).
Theorem 3.9 The -continuous and -open functions of an
into an
-open function.
Proof. Let
be an -continuous and -open function, let be an
()
()
then f (U )  f (I i(I c(U ))  I () c(I ()i(U )))
 I ()i( f (I () c(U )))  I () c( f (I ()i(U )))
 I ()i(I () c( f (U )))  I () c(I ()i( f (U )))
Thus f (U )  I ()i(I () c( f (U )))  I () c(I ()i( f (U )))
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and is an
-open function.
Theorem 3.10 Let
and
be two functions. Then
i.
Each and are
-open, then their composition is also respectively.
ii.
If is an -open and is an
-open then
is an
-open function.
iii.
If is onto -continuous and
is an
-open function, then is an -open.
iv.
If
is surjection -continuous and is an
-open, then is an -continuous
functions.
v.
If
is strongly an -continuous and is an -open, then is an -open.
Theorem 3.11 Let
and
be two functions. Then
a) Each and are
-closed, then their composition is also respectively.
b) If is an -closed and is an
-closed then
is an
-closed function.
c) If is onto -continuous and
is an
-closed function, then is an -closed.
d) If
is surjection -continuous and is an
-closed, then is an -continuous
functions.
e) If
is strongly an -continuous and is an -closed, then is an
-closed.

4. Intuitionistic contra
Definition 4.1 A map
for every intuitionistic open set in
Definition 4.2 A map
for every intuitionistic open set in

and contra

-open functions

is called contra

-open if the image

is I ()bC(Y )

is called contra

-closed if the image

is I ()bC(Y )

.

.
~ ~

 {
,),( X ,,{b, c})},
,X,(X,
,),(Y ,,{a}), (Y ,{b},{c}), (Y ,{b},),(Y ,,{c}), (Y ,,{a, c})}& f : ( X ,)  (Y ,)

Example 4.1 Let
~ ~

  {

X  {a,b, c}  Y , with the topologies

,Y , (Y ,

be a function such that
open and contra -closed.

. Then the function

is both contra

-

be contra -open, then f (I ()i( A))  I ()bc( f ( A)).
be contra -open map. Since f (I ()i( A)  f ( A)
 I ()bc( f (I ()i( A))  I ()bc( f ( A)). Since f (I ()i( A)) is I ()bC(Y ),

Theorem 4.1 If
Proof. Let
and

 I ()bc( f (I ()i( A))  f (I ()i( A)).
We have f (I ()i( A))  I ()bc( f ( A)).
Theorem 4.2 A map
I ()bi( f ( A))  f (I () c( A)).
Proof. Let
and

is
be contra

contra

-closed

if

and

only

if

-closed, then f (I ()c( A))is

which implies I ()bi( f (I () c( A))  f (I () c( A)).
Since f ( A)  f (I () c( A)),
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I ()bi( f ( A))  I ()bc( f (I () c( A)))  f (I ()c( A)) for every intuitionistic subset of .
Conversely, let
be any intuitionistic closed set in
. Then A  I () c( A) and so
f ( A)  f (I () c( A))  I ()bi( f ( A))by hypothesis.
Since f ( A)  I ()bi( f ( A)), f ( A)  I ()bi( f ( A)), ie.,
-closed.

is

and hence

is contra

Theorem 4.3 For a bijective map
the following are equivalent.
(a). is contra -open
(b). is contra -closed
(c).
is contra -continuous.
Proof. (a) (b): Let
be intuitionistic closed in
. Then
is intuitionistic open in . Since is contra -open map,
is I ()bC(Y ).
f ( X , A2 , A1)  (Y , f ( A2 ), f ( A1))
So,
is I ()bC(Y ).
So,
Since

is

.
is

Hence is contra -closed map.
(b) (c): Let be intuitionistic closed set in
. Since is bijective
,
(c) (a): Let
be intuitionistic open in
is I ()bC(Y ).
Definition 4.3 A map
-open) if
is IbO(Y ) for every

.

. Since is contra -closed,
is
is contra -continuous.
. By hypothesis, ( f 1 )1 ( A)is I ()bC(Y ). ie.,

is called intuitionistic contra
-closed set of
.

-open (in short contra

Example 4.2 Let
,
, and
.
Define
by
. Then the map is contra
-open.
()
Definition 4.4 A map
is called contra
-closed if
is I bC(Y ) for
every
-open set of
.
Example 4.4 Let
,
, and
. Define
by
. Then the map is contra
-closed.
Theorem 4.4 For a function
the following statements are equivalent:
(i). is an contra
-open.
(ii). f (I ()bi( A))  I ()bc( f ( A)) for each
.
(iii). I ()bi( f 1 (B))  f 1 (I ()bc( f (B))for each
.
f (I ()i( A))is
Proof. (ii): Let
and
be contra
-open map then
I ()bC(Y ).
 I ()bc( f (I ()bi( A))  I ()bc( f ( A)), since f (I ()bi( A))is I ()bC(Y ).
 I ()bc( f (I ()bi( A)))  f (I ()bi( A)).
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We have f (I ()bi( A))  I ()bc( f ( A)).
(ii)
(iii): are obvious.
(iii) (i): Assume belongs to
, then by
we get
()
1
1
()
I bi( f (D))  f (I bc( f (D))
 f 1 (I ()bc( f (D))
so
f (D)  I ()bc( f (D)),
hence
belongs to
.
Theorem 4.5 For a function
the following statements are equivalent:
(i). is an contra
-open.
()
(ii). I bi( f ( A))  f (I ()bc( A)) for each
.
(iii). f 1 (I ()bi(B))  (I ()bc( f (B)) for each
Proof. Similar to above theorem.

.

Theorem 4.6 If a function
is contra
-open, then
( )
()
(I bc( f ( A))  f (I bi( A)) for every intuitionistic set of .
Proof. Suppose is an contra
-open and be any arbitrary intuitionistic subset of . Since
()
()
I bi( A) is an
, f (I bi( A)) is an I ()bC(Y ) as is an contra
-open function.
Hence I ()bc( f ( A))  f (I ()bi( A)).
Theorem 4.7 The contra Ib-continuous and contra Ib-open functions of an
into an
be contra
-open function.
Proof. Let
be an contra Ib-continuous and contra Ib-open function, let be
an contra
, then
()
f (U )  f (I i(I () c(U ))  I () c(I ()i(U )))
 I ()i( f (I ()c(U )))  I ()c( f (I ()i(U )))
 I ()i(I ()c( f (U )))  I ()c(I ()i( f (U )))
Thus f (U )  I ()i(I ()c( f (U )))  I ()c(I ()i( f (U )))
and is contra
-open function.
Theorem 4.8 Let
and
be two functions. Then
(i). Each and are contra
-open, then their composition is also respectively.
(ii). If is contra -open and is contra
-open then
is contra
-open function.
(iii). If is onto contra -continuous and
is contra
-open function, then is contra
-open.
(iv) If
is surjection contra -continuous and is contra
-open, then is contra
-continuous functions.
(v) If
is contra -continuous and is contra -open, then is contra
-open.
Theorem 4.9 Let
and
be two functions. Then
(i).Each and are contra
-closed, then their composition is also respectively.
(ii).If is contra -closed and is contra
-closed then
is contra
-closed
function.
(iii). If is onto contra -continuous and
is contra
-closed function, then is
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contra -closed.
(iv). If
is surjection
-continuous and is contra
-closed, then is contra
-continuous functions.
(v). If
is contra -continuous and is contra -closed, then is contra
-closed.
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